Cleavable Linker Incorporation into a Synthetic Dye-Nanobody-Fluorescent Protein Assembly: FRET, FLIM and STED Microscopy
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A bright and photostable fluorescent dye with a disulfide (S–S) linker and maleimide group (Rho594-S2-mal), as cleavable and reactive sites, was synthesized and conjugated with anti-GFP nanobodies (NB). The binding of EGFP (FRET donor) with anti-GFP NB labeled with one or two Rho594-S2-mal residues was studied in vitro and in cellulo. The linker was cleaved with dithiothreitol recovering the donor (FP) signal. The bioconjugates (FP-NB-dye) were applied in FRET-FLIM assays, confocal imaging, and superresolution STED microscopy.

Introduction

In recent years, nanobodies (NBs) have emerged as stable affinity reagents binding to antigens in cells and tissues.[1] NBs have compact structures (2–3 nm in diameter) and relatively low molecular mass (~15 kDa),[2] they are versatile markers with highly specific binding abilities.[1,2] Commercial (e.g., Cameld single-domain antibodies used in this work) or semi-synthetic NBs[3] contain in their structures one or two thiols capable of reacting with fluorescent dyes bearing maleimide residues. In general, the presence of distinct number of reactive sites enables to decorate NBs with fluorophores and use them as uniformly labeled light-emitting tags in optical microscopy.[1,4] Even if the fluorescent dye itself is rather heavy and bulky (1–2 kDa), its conjugate with a NB often retains high specificity.[5] Due to their reduced size compared to heavy antibodies - immunoglobulins which are 14 nm long and have molecular masses of about 150 kDa[6] – NBs provide tighter binding and lower error in determining the target position and area. This is important if nanobodies are decorated with fluorophores and used in superresolution microscopy[6,7] or FRET ( Förster Resonance Energy Transfer) studies.[8] In the FRET model, the energy of a donor dye, promoted to its excited state by light absorption, is transferred to an acceptor dye (either a fluorophore, or a quencher) through non-radiative dipole-dipole interactions.[9] The fluorophores participating in FRET may be chosen from synthetic dyes or fluorescent proteins (FPs). Genetically encodable FPs may be fused with nearly any protein of interest, especially those for which no specific antibody/nanobody are available. These recombinant proteins are widely used, for example, as specific fluorescent markers of cell organelles or as biosensors.[7] In particular, the Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP)[10] and its analogue (EGFP; E = enhanced) with higher fluorescence quantum yield[11] are widely applied as specific protein tags and FRET donors. Other options for FRET are synthetic dyes; they are smaller in size (M ~1 kDa) than FPs (M ~28 kDa) and less prone to photobleaching. Because of these complementary characteristics, FRET pairs based on the dye + FP assemblies may perform better than FRET pairs involving two FPs.

In this study, we used anti-GFP NBs with one or two thiol residues for conjugation with a fluorescent dye bearing a chemically cleavable linker (Figure 1). These commercial NBs (Camelid sdAb) recognize GFP, EGFP, as well as the most common CFP and YFP variants (C = cyan, Y = yellow). We incorporated the cleavable linker into a synthetic dye - nanobody-fluorescent protein assembly and studied its applicability in the FRET assay, as well as in FLIM (fluorescence lifetime imaging) and STED (stimulated emission depletion) super-resolution microscopy. As a FRET donor, EGFP was recognized and bound with anti-GFP NBs decorated with a FRET acceptor (commercial Alexa Fl 594 dye with red emission; Figure 1). The chemically cleavable linker connects the dye and NBs and keeps the former at a short distance from the donor (FP) to ensure efficient energy transfer. The emission intensity and the lifetime of the donor dye (EGFP) were measured before and after cleavage of the acceptor both in cuvette and in cellulo. This approach enabled to compare these values directly and in one sample. The disulfide linker between the NB as a binding site and the fluorescent reporter can be cleaved under mild conditions; the release and removal of the emitter allows...
further labeling and detection of other target structures using the same detection window. Finally, we realized “through-FRET” STED imaging, by exciting the donor and depleting the acceptor with a 775 nm STED laser. This arrangement takes advantage of the genetically encoded tag, and the superior photo-fatigue resistance of the red-emitting synthetic dye.

Results and discussion: FRET

The distance between the donor and acceptor dipoles, as well as mutual orientation of their transition moments, are key factors influencing the FRET efficiency. Due to their size and shape, FPs are not always ideal FRET dyes. However, it is possible to combine a FP and a synthetic organic dye for example, in ratiometric fluorescent probes incorporating a chemically (disulfide bond) or an enzymatically cleavable linker between the protein and the dye. However, this strategy requires the introduction of a conjugation site or a conjugatable cleavable linker directly into the protein structure by bioengineering, which is more complex than the straightforward approach of the present work (Figure 1).

As typical FRET donor, we used EGFP with molecular mass of ca. 27 kDa, fluorescence quantum yield 0.6, lifetime 2.6 ns, absorption / emission maxima of 488 nm (ε = 56000 M⁻¹ cm⁻¹) / 507 nm, respectively. The GFP has a shape that resembles a cylinder with diameter and height of 2.4 nm and 4.2 nm, respectively. As FRET acceptor and bright fluorophore, we chose commercial Alexa Fluor 594 (Rho594) dye. In the free state and in aqueous PBS buffer at pH 7.4, Alexa Fluor 594 (we used 5-carboxy isomer) has absorption and emission maxima at 590 nm and 617 nm, respectively; ε = 92000 M⁻¹ cm⁻¹, fluorescence quantum yield 0.66, and fluorescence lifetime 3.9 ns. These properties make it a suitable acceptor for EGFP and an excellent dye for superresolution microscopy with 775 nm STED laser. The estimated Förster radius between EGFP and Alexa Fluor 594 is 5.2 nm. If we consider the sizes of NBs (2–3 nm) and GFP (2.4–4.2 nm), we can conclude that in the bound state the distance between them will be 4–5 nm. A dye with a linker (Figure 1) will increase the separation between the chromophores to ca. 5–6 nm. This roughly corresponds to Förster radius (5.2 nm) - at this length the FRET efficiency is 50%, and the FRET probe is most sensitive to changes in the distance between the donor and acceptor dyes.

A disulfide bond is a good candidate for inclusion into a cleavable linker, as it is naturally occurring and thus biocompatible. Cleavage with reducing agents is well documented. Hence, organic disulfides have found wide use in bioimaging, controlled drug delivery or protein purification. Starting from commercially available 2-mercaptopropionic acid, we prepared a cleavable linker bearing two distinct reactive sites: one for coupling with a fluorescent dye (amino group) and another one (the carboxylic acid group) for bioconjugation reactions (Figures 1, S1 and S2) in 3 simple steps. In fact, this linker represented an amino acid with a disulfide bond between the reactive termini. After attaching the fluorescent dye, a maleimide was introduced as the reactive group for selective bioconjugation with native or genetically engineered cysteines. Thus we obtained the fluorescent probe Rho594-S2-mal (Figures 1 and S2); however, this approach is general and can be applied to different combinations of other dyes and reactive groups. We labeled anti-GFP nanobodies with this probe (Figure 1 and Supporting Information) and used these conjugates for binding free EGFP, EGFP-NUP107 or rsEGFP2-vimentin fusion protein in cells. We measured and compared the fluorescence lifetimes of the donor (EGFP) before and after cleavage of the linker and acquired fluorescence lifetime images (FLIM). It may seem absurd first to conjugate the fluorescent probe with the target, and then cleave the linker and wash-out the acceptor dye, but this option provides additional information, which is otherwise unavailable in one experiment and with one sample. The charts of FRET efficiency distribution (based on FLIM) may be acquired before and after cleavage of the acceptor dye, and the images compared.

We used two anti-GFP nanobodies, containing one or two ectopic cysteines – NBq and NBx2, respectively – in order to obtain two different bioconjugates with definite degrees of labeling (DOL): one or two acceptors in FRET assemblies with one donor (EGFP). Nanobodies were selected for their stability, fast binding, high affinity (nM-pM), small size (~15–16 kDa), and for their availability with definite number of reactive groups (cysteines) at defined positions (i.e. N- and C-terminus). The latter factor not only ensures fixed DOL values, but also provides uniform distance between the donor and acceptor fluorophores. The success of labeling was confirmed by ESI-MS measurements (Figure S3). The main adducts have the expected...
molecular masses; and only minor amounts of the single labelled NBx2 and the thiol-disulfide exchange product were formed. The properties and performance of the bioconjugates were evaluated by steady-state and time-resolved fluorescence experiments, by FLIM, and STED microscopy.

Before performing the measurements, we screened reducing agents for cleaving the disulfide bond in the assembly shown in Figure 1. Three common reagents, β-ME (β-mercaptoethanol), DTT (dithiothreitol) and TCEP (tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine), were used. We found that both DTT and TCEP efficiently cleaved the disulfide linker and yielded the desired product (see Figure S4), while the use of β-ME resulted in the nucleophilic addition to the maleimide group. However, when carrying out the experiments in cellulo (after binding of EGFP with labeled NBq), we found that with TCEP the fluorescence signal from the FP was lost (see Figure S7). Thus, DTT was selected as the reducing agent and used in all further experiments.

To assess the results of the S–S bond cleavage in FRET assays, we first performed ensemble experiments (in cuvettes) with two nanobodies bearing 1 or 2 residues of Rho594-S2-mal, and their EGFP complexes (Figure 2). We titrated EGFP with the labeled nanobodies, until a constant reduction of its emission signal was observed, along with a concomitant increase of the acceptor emission in the red. Then, excess DTT was added (5 mM) and the changes in both signals (donor and acceptor) were monitored until the reaction was complete. The ratios of fluorescence intensity of EGFP at 508 nm, after the cleavage of the acceptor was complete and before it occurred (green and blue emission curves in Figure 2A–B), were measured for two samples, and the FRET efficiencies were calculated. The FRET efficiency was found to be 52% for NBq. As anticipated, the FRET efficiency is higher (80%) with the doubly labeled NBx2. This value is in good agreement with the result obtained for NBq (equal quenching probabilities of 52% on each step). After complete cleavage of the acceptor, the emission of the donor (measured at 508 nm) is lower than the fluorescence of EGFP alone (red curves in Figure 2). Thus, the emission of EGFP is partially quenched by the NB. This effect has been previously observed \[19\] and explained by changes in the FP chromophore environment upon binding. In our case, it is very similar for both NBs (compare red and blue curves in Figures 2A and 2B). We also noticed a remaining emission at 612 nm corresponding to direct excitation of the acceptor (Rho594) with 470 nm light. As expected, the intensity is twice as high with NBx2 compared to NBq, because the concentration of the released dye is approximately doubled (DOL-x2 ≈ 2*DOL-q). Further evidence of the cleavage was assessed by the increase of the lifetime of the donor (Figure S5). The FRET efficiency (0.55) calculated for the single labeled nanobody
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(NBq) by this method is consistent with the value determined by the intensity changes (0.52; Figure 2). To further examine the efficiency of the disulfide bond cleavage, the nanobodies were studied by time-resolved fluorescence anisotropy (Figure S6). The rotational correlation time of the fluorophore attached to the nanobody (NBq-Rho594-S2-mal) is high (3.2 ns) and decreases after the addition of DTT to match the value of the free dye (0.45 ns), confirming the dithiol bond cleavage. For simplicity, only the NBq was used in this experiment.

Confocal microscopy and FLIM

Next, we tested the applicability of bioconjugates for imaging in a confocal microscope. To this end, we selected two available cell lines with stable expression of two different GFP variants, mEGFP on NUP-107 and rsEGFP2 on vimentin. For rsEGFP2, the emission and thus also FRET events are reversibly modulated with light of 405 nm and 488 nm. The two prepared bioconjugates showed specific labeling with both GFP variants tested, on vimentin and NUP constructs (Figures 4 and S7–8). Imaging is possible by direct excitation and detection of the donor, the acceptor, or through FRET by exciting the donor and detecting the acceptor’s emission. After the addition of DTT, the signal of the acceptor is lost with a concomitant increase in the FP’s signal. While an estimation of the FRET efficiency from the donor’s channel is possible by possible bleaching of the donor (i.e. the FP). In particular, this may happen in imaging dim NUP structures which are more prone to “apparent” bleaching than bright vimentin fibers in Figures 3 and Figure 4. A more accurate evaluation of the FRET efficiency can be obtained from fluorescence lifetime measurements. Fluorescence lifetime imaging (FLIM) experiments show a clear increase of the donor’s lifetime resulting from the acceptor’s cleavage upon dithiol reduction with DTT (Figures 4 and S9). It is interesting to note that EGFP and rsEGFP2 do not show monoexponential decays. This may be due to complex photophysics of the proteins, as previously reported, or to the effect of the background signal. Although bleaching was observed throughout the experiment, due to consecutive imaging at different times after DTT addition, an average FRET efficiency of 10–20% was calculated. This much lower value compared with the cuvette experiment (Figure 2) was surprising; it indicates that not every rsEGFP2 may be accessible. Remarkably, Figure 4A (acquired before cleavage of the linker) shows homogeneous lifetime distribution with relatively short lifetimes. In the course of linker cleavage, the lifetime distribution across the image becomes broader, with longer lifetimes appearing. This experiment resembles the FRET irreversible acceptor photobleaching (apFRET) approach. In apFRET, two images are acquired before and after depletion of the acceptor in the sample: the first one shows FRET, the second one provides an internal reference state to calculate the FRET efficiency. This is one of the most extensively used FRET techniques, due to its speed, simplicity and broad applicability. In our case, the acceptor depletion is produced by chemical cleavage, avoiding photobleaching with high light
intensities. This minimizes undesired, unspecific photobleaching. In confocal microscopes with spectral detection, it is common to simultaneously observe various structures and protein interactions.

To demonstrate the difference and versatility of our probe, we compared acceptor depletion by photobleaching and by disulfide bond cleavage in a single field of view (Figure 5), while an additional structure was observed in a far-red channel (Figure 5, low panel). Importantly, the photobleaching of Rho594 dye strongly affects the second far-red channel, and results in the bleaching of AF647 dye (Figure 5B), as opposed to the chemical depletion via reduction of the disulfide bond (Figure 5C). Partial signal recovery on the far-red channel on the last image is probably due to WGA-AF647 diffusion.

**Multiplexed imaging**

The simultaneous observation of a large number of proteins, to assess their intracellular localization and interaction, has prompted the development of multiplexing strategies, to overcome limitations posed by antibody sources (e.g., the restricted number of animal species) and overlapping spectral channels. A public domain method of “cyclic immunofluorescence” is based on labeling with primary/secondary antibodies, image acquisition, and removal of the antibodies to start a new cycle. The “antibody elution” removal typically involves harsh conditions, such as the use of denaturing buffers. The disulfide bond cleavage - a remarkably milder approach - can be used as an alternative to antibody elution. To demonstrate the usefulness of our construct, we used a primary/secondary immunofluor-

---

**Figure 5.** Confocal imaging with NBx2-(Rho594-S2-mal), on U2OS cells expressing rsEGFP2 on vimentin (cyan) and co-stained with WGA/wheat germ agglutinin-AF647 (magenta), before (A) and after acceptor depletion experiments by photobleaching only on the indicated ROI (B), and disulfide bond cleavage (C) with DTT (5 mM, rt, 1 h). Excitation wavelengths / detection windows are given on the left side (vertically). A scheme of consecutive steps is shown on top. Scale bar: 5 μm.
cence method and double stained a sample for the second color (Figure 6). A standard two color image can be recorded initially (Figure 6A). The DTT treatment fully removes Rho594 markers, but leaves the primary and secondary-AF647 antibodies intact (Figure 6B). We assign the signal reduction in the far-red channel mostly to photobleaching. To demonstrate multiplexed imaging, we re-stained the vimentin filaments in situ by using an anti-alpaca secondary antibody (Figure 6C), showing that the nanobody is still attached to the GFP. The chemical release is a very mild process and can be further repeated (Figure S10) to extend channel multiplexing.

**STED microscopy**

FPs as fluorescent tags for imaging have the advantage of being genetically encodable. The main drawback of GFP and its variants is that they possess lower fatigue resistance than organic dyes and emit at around 520 nm where significant autofluorescence is observed. For STED microscopy, an additional drawback is the need of depletion at 595 nm. Thus, another FPs with red-shifted excitation and emission bands have engendered. They can be applied in STED microscopy with a 775 nm laser, but, in general, they have low emission quantum yields and slower maturation kinetics. Alternatively, nanobodies against FPs were labelled with a red-emitting synthetic dye and used in STED microscopy, applying direct excitation and detection of the dye. We expected that the biocjugates of this work would be applicable as a FRET imaging pair in STED microscopy. In this case, we could excite the donor (GFP) at 488 nm and detect the acceptor signal (Rho594) with optical superresolution by using a very powerful 775 nm STED laser. As an advantage, this would provide better separation between the excitation and STED wavelengths, excluding the re-excitation of the donor dye (GFP) with STED light. Further on, irradiation in the near-IR (775 nm light) reduces photodamage and undesired background emission. And indeed, superresolution “FRET-STED” imaging was possible (Figure 7D). As a control, confocal (Figure 7A,B) and “standard” STED imaging using direct excitation/emission/depletion of the acceptor (Figure 7C) were performed. The images acquired with direct excitation had better signal-to-noise ratio, but the apparent optical resolution observed in single filaments was comparable for direct-STED and FRET-STED modes. By increasing FRET efficiency (better spectral overlap, shorter distance and higher values of the orientation factors), it should be possible to reduce the noise in the FRET-STED image, as the lifetime of the acceptor is not altered by the FRET process. We performed a similar experiment (Figure S11) without the linker (e.g., labeling the nanobody with AF594 maleimide), to see if the length of the linker plays a certain role, and we found the images to be very similar. Thus, the cleavable linker can be used.
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for channel multiplexing as demonstrated above, without compromising STED imaging.

**Conclusion**

Covalent binding of anti-GFP nanobodies with the fluorescent dye having a cleavable linker was realized (Figure 1). The noncovalent binding of EGFP (FRET donor) with these nanobodies bearing one or two dye residues was studied in vitro and in cellulo. The linker can be cleaved by applying a mild reducing agent (DTT) recovering the donor (GFP) signal and essentially the same type of reactive group (-SH) attached to a nanobody - FP pair. This approach enables to evaluate the FRET efficiency with one probe, within one sample and in one labeling experiment, as an alternative or addition to other methods based on acceptor depletion. For that, we compared the fluorescence intensity and lifetime of the FRET donor (GFP) before and after cleavage of the acceptor. The detachment of the acceptor confirmed that the change in donor emission lifetime (Figure 4) was due to a FRET interaction. The mapping of lifetime values may give information on the distances between the nanobodies and the target FP in the subdiffractional region of less than 10 nm (Forster radius). While the experiments performed and reported here may be considered as a proof of principle, we believe such constructs may find interesting applications in protein-protein interaction studies, such as the fluorescent-three-hybrid (F3H) strategy and multiplexed imaging technologies. We also showed the utility of the bioconjugates (dye-NB-FP) in superresolution “FRET-STED” microscopy. This option takes advantage of the higher photostability and longer lifetimes of the synthetic dyes (compared to FPs which are applied here as “light antennas” - FRET donors), as well as the use of near-IR lasers as STED sources (775 nm, instead of 595 nm light typically used for GFP).
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